Discharge characteristics of axotomized abducens internuclear neurons in the adult cat.
The aim of the present work was to characterize the axotomy-induced changes in the discharge properties of central nervous system neurons recorded in the alert behaving animal. The abducens internuclear neurons of the adult cat were the chosen model. The axons of these neurons course through the contralateral medial longitudinal fascicle and contact the medial rectus motoneurons of the oculomotor nucleus. Axotomy was carried out by the unilateral transection of this fascicle (right side) and produced immediate oculomotor deficits, mainly the incapacity of the right eye to adduct across the midline. Extracellular single-unit recording of abducens neurons was carried out simultaneously with eye movements. The main alteration observed in the firing of these axotomized neurons was the overall decrease in firing rate. During eye fixations, the tonic signal was reduced, and, on occasion, a progressive decay in firing rate was observed. On-directed saccades were not accompanied by the high-frequency spike burst typical of controls; instead, there was a moderate increase in firing. Similarly, during the vestibular nystagmus, neurons hardly modulated during both the slow and the fast phases. Linear regression analysis between firing rate and eye movement parameters showed a significant reduction in eye position and velocity sensitivities with respect to controls, during both spontaneous and vestibularly induced eye movements. These firing alterations were observed during the 3 month period of study after lesion, with no sign of recovery. Conversely, abducens motoneurons showed no significant alteration in their firing pattern. Therefore, axotomy produced long-lasting changes in the discharge characteristics of abducens internuclear neurons that presumably reflected the loss of afferent oculomotor signals. These alterations might be due to the absence of trophic influences derived from the target.